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Keys to grammar tasks Great! 2 

Unit 1

§�1�want�to�  SB,�page�141

1.  I want a new job.

2.  Paula wants to go to Canada in the summer.

3.  Markus wants to help his children with their English homework.

4.  We all want to have fun.

5.  Who wants to start?

6.  Why do you want to learn English?

Unit 2

§�2�have�(got)� �SB,�page�143

Simple present

1.  I have a cat but I don’t have a dog.

2.  Susan hasn’t got any pets but she has got five children.

3.  Does your partner have any pets?

4.  Lucy and David have a big apartment but they don’t have a garden.

5.  Do you have a credit card?

6.  How many chickens has Dawn got?

Simple past

1.  We had a dog when I was a child but we didn’t have a cat.

2.  I didn’t have a lot of money when I was a teenager but I had a lot of fun!

3.  What did she have for dinner yesterday?

Present perfect

1.  We have never had a dog.

2.  Have you ever had any pets?

3.  I’m hungry. I haven’t had anything to eat today.

4. We have just had a great English lesson!
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Unit 2 & Unit 6

§�3�comparisons�&�superlatives� �SB,�page�144

1

1.  tall  taller  the tallest

2.  healthy  healthier  the healthiest

3.  impatient  more impatient  the most impatient

4.  bad  worse  the worst

2

1.  Simon is bigger than his father.

2.  You are sportier than me.

3.  This is the most expensive hotel.

Unit 3

§�4�present�continuous� �SB,�page�145

1.  I usually wear jeans but today I am / I’m wearing a suit and tie!

2.  Hi! It’s me, Mary. Paul can’t answer his phone at the moment because he is / he’s driving.

3.  I don’t understand a word! What language are they speaking?

4.  Sorry, Madam. It’s 6 o’clock. We are / We’re closing now.

5.  What are you watching? It looks really interesting.

§�4�need,�should� �SB,�page�146

At a formal dinner men (1) shouldn’t wear jeans. They (2) should wear smart clothes, like a suit and a tie,

but they (3) don’t need to wear bow ties! Women (4) don’t need to wear an evening dress, but they (5) should

wear a dress or skirt and blouse.
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Unit 4

§�6�prepositions�(in,�on,�under)� �SB,�page�146

Possible sentences:

The stapler is…

− above the highlighter.

− next to / on the left of the dictionary.

− on the paper.

The dictionary is…

− at the top of the picture.

− by the eraser.

− next to / on the right of the stapler.

The highlighter is…

− below the dictionary.

− above the pen.

− in the middle of the picture.

The ruler is…

− next to the paper clips.

− on the left of the pen.

− on the paper.

The pen is…

− below the highlighter.

− above the pencil.

− in the middle of the ruler and the eraser.

The pencil is…

− below the pen.

− on top of the ruler.

− on the right of the paper clips.

The eraser is…

− below the dictionary.

− on the left of the sharpener.

− above the pen.

The sharpener is…

− below the dictionary.

− on the right of the eraser.

− above the pencil.

The paper clips are…

− at the bottom of the paper.

− to the left of the ruler.

− below the stapler.

The paper is…

− below the pen.

− in the middle of the picture.
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Unit 6

§�7�question�tags�(It�is,�isn’t�it?)� �SB,�page�147

1

1.  It’s terrible weather today, isn’t it?

2.  You weren’t here last week, were you?

3.  She’s very tall, isn’t she?

4.  The hotel food isn’t very good, is it?

5.  Paul and Sue are from the USA, aren’t they?

2

1.  Yes, it is.

2.  Yes, I was.

3.  No, she’s not.

4.  No, it’s not.

5.  No, they’re from Canada.

Unit 8 & Unit 9

§�8�present�perfect� �SB,�page�149

1

1.  He’s lost his wallet.  PP

2.  They went to L.A. last summer.  SP

3.  I’ve forgotten my course book.  PP

4.  Frank bought a new car last weekend.  SP

5.  I’ve lived in the Netherlands since 2006.  PP

2

1.  He lost his wallet in Italy last year.

2.  They have been to L.A. three times.

3.  I forgot my course book last week.

4.  Frank has bought a new car for his wife.

5.  I lived in the Netherlands when I was a child.
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